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Context
In tomorrow societies, we will phase out fossil fuels by renewables
including a high share of intermittent energies (solar and wind).
Renewable fuels can be produced based on wood pyrolysis,
biomethanation, water electrolysis, etc…

Conclusion
Renewable fuels are cost competitive
• to integrate massive shares of intermittent renewables (e.g. the use
of electrolysers to absorb PhotoVoltaic peaks)
• to decarbonate mobility
• to store energy at a seasonal time-scale
• to provide flexibility to power system

Method

Objective: Modelise a country-like energy system accouting
for renewable fuels and analyse their production and use

 Model: EnergyScope
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• Multi energy (elec., heat, mobility)
• Cost optimisation of Design and
Operation
• Hourly resolution over a year
• Open Source and data
• Snapshot year
• Single cell (Limited grid resolution and
imports)
• No market equilibrium (energy balance)

 Focus on renewable fuels production:

• Different molecules: Hydrogen ( ), Methane ( ), Methanol ( ).
• Several production technologies:
o

In low carbon society, renewable fuels can represent up to 30% of
the total consumed energy (e.g. for Belgium, 91 out of the 300 TWh)

Biodiesel

Way forward

The BEST project: « Work out, for Belgium, the most economical electro- and
synthetic energy carrier routes needed to face the climate change issues and ensure
the stability of the grid and the security of supply in 2040 and beyond. »
BEST project mission statement (see: https://best-energy.be/).

Results: Belgian energy transition
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(scenario: unlimited solar and non-energy demand removed)

When do renewable fuels become necessary?
Production during energy transition (from 2015 to 2050):

1. Biomass valorisation: digestable biomass is transformed into
biogas
2. PV excesses absorption: large amount of PV (>20GW) is
deployed. Excesses are absorbed by batteries, electrolysers and
Power-to-Heat. Electrolysers are used to transform large amount
of electricity into hydrogen. Hydrogen is first used to decarbonate
the mobility, then for producing more complex fuels.
3. Mobility fully decarbonated: renewable liquid fuels are used to
decarbonate the last part of the mobility.
4. Seasonal storage: hydrogen is upgraded to renewable liquid fuels
and methane. These fuels are stored for longer period.
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